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Dear Dr Tamblyn, 
 
RE: REVIEW OF ENERGY MARKET FRAMEWORKS IN LIGHT OF CLIMATE CHANGE POLICIES 

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the AEMC’s consideration of the impact 
of climate change policies on the operation of the energy market. 

We agree with the general comment that  

“The arrangements governing how wholesale electricity and gas are traded 
appear capable, without fundamental change, of promoting efficient, 
reliable and secure energy supplies in the context of the CPRS.” 

It is the Planning Council’s view that the basic structure of the Australian energy market 
has shown itself to operate efficiently and that a major shift in market policy is not 
warranted at this stage.  Our comments are limited to the NEM and focus on issues 
relevant in South Australia.  In our view, South Australia is, in many ways, in the vanguard 
of the climate change process with relatively high concentrations of gas and wind 
generation.   

To meet its objectives, the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) will lead to 
significant change in the generators serving the NEM over the next decade.  The review 
is to consider all climate change policies and in this context, there will also be profound 
changes to the generation sector caused by the extended renewable energy target 
(RET).  The extensive changes expected over the next decade arising from the 
proposed climate change policies will severely test the existing market and regulatory 
arrangements and expose flaws and gaps that we have perhaps been able to tolerate 
to date.  Taken together, while fundamental change is not recommended, we consider 
that the market will not maintain efficiency, reliability and security without some 
evolutionary changes. 



The objective of a review such as this should be to assist in identifying the needs for 
evolutionary change and setting the responsibilities and processes in train to ensure 
they are fixed before significant problems emerge.  The responsibilities for development 
of the market are not entirely clear.  In the current environment, devising and 
developing the necessary changes to the market is far from a trivial exercise.  The NEM 
market is unique, the Rules are complicated, the power system has its own specific 
characteristics and the potential levels of wind generation to be accommodated, at 
least in South Australia, would be world leading.  Similarly the challenges brought to the 
grid and the regulatory arrangements of potentially bringing very remote renewable 
resources to market are confronting.   

The market arrangements have not demonstrated an ability to drive changes in a 
timely manner.  The potential pace of change the carbon reduction policies are 
expected to bring will challenge the market and the market’s institutions’ ability to 
respond.  Modelling we have to hand indicates that commissioning of plant to meet 
the expanded RET under the current proposals could all be commissioned and 
operating by 2017.  This means that all related investment decision making will need to 
be complete before 2015.  Changes to the regulatory arrangements and market Rules 
and procedures will need to be clear as soon as possible especially in the transmission 
area where the commissioning of new assets will be a considerable time after a 
change to regulatory arrangements. 

We therefore request that the AEMC, in prioritising issues, also focus on those 
evolutionary changes which need to be addressed and progressed through changes 
to the Rules, guidelines or procedures.  By recommending a policy decision and a 
responsible party to progress the issue, this Review could accelerate the evolutionary 
process.  

ISSUE A1: CONVERGENCE OF GAS AND ELECTRICITY MARKETS 

The interim report suggests that there are no material issues to be dealt with in terms of 
the convergence of gas and electricity markets.  The Planning Council has concerns 
that: 

 there are systemic differences between the gas market arrangements and 
electricity market arrangements; and 

 there is a vasty different approach to new investment and the recovery of capital 
costs between gas pipelines and electricity transmission. 

These differences can lead to inefficiencies and probably already are.  

The power system that is currently evolving will rely more on gas fired generation.  Much 
of this generation will be mid-merit or peaking.  The demands on this plant to flexibly 
follow demand will be increased by the expected substantial investment in wind  and 
other stochastic forms of generation.  The formation of the Australian Energy Market 
Operator is a timely reform initiative and provides potential to improve operational and 



planning links between electricity and gas.  However the formation of the body does 
not of itself resolve the market and regulatory inconsistencies. 

The fineness of five minute dispatch pricing and half-hour settlement prices in the 
electricity market with provisions for prices to rise to a very high price cap is not 
matched in gas market arrangements and it is not clear how well short term gas 
delivery under shortage conditions therefore valued.    

Gas arrangements generally require a commercial body to invest in a new pipeline 
based on the future users of that pipeline committing to its financing through contracts 
for service.  In making a new connection to the transmission system, a large customer or 
generator will have to pay direct connection costs but not generally the cost of 
upgrades to the shared network.  The regulatory arrangements for electricity provide a 
separate mechanism to deliver efficient decision making for the augmentation of the 
shared transmission network.  Once deemed efficient, the TNSP can build the asset and 
recover the cost from customers.  For the most part the costs will be recovered from a 
wide customer base, not just those who immediately benefit.  This can skew investment 
decisions not on the basis of whether the pipeline or transmission option is the most 
efficient, but rather who pays for the investment.  This review needs to consider this 
potential distortion, especially when enhancements to the current electricity regime are 
being considered.   

ISSUE A2: RELIABILITY IN THE SHORT TERM 

The Planning Council considers that there is an increased risk to reliability in the 
transition to a carbon constrained future.  This will be driven by : 

 uncertainty in investment as the full commercial implications of the new regime 
takes time to become clear;   

 the risk of unexpected disinvestment in older, high-carbon plant arising as a result of 
the changes.  We note that planners and operators cannot be expected to know 
the reinvestment profile required of each existing generator to maintain its existing 
output to fully understand the commercial impacts on existing generators of the 
changes; and  

 the risk of operational events with intermittent plant of the type experienced in 
Europe and Texas if growth in these technologies outstrips market development. 

The climate change policies have been recognised by the Government as delivering 
fundamental and major change to our industry.  The Government has also committed 
to a compensation scheme for carbon intensive generators which should help smooth 
the transition.  This development will, however, now be occurring within a very uncertain 
economic environment and difficult financial market conditions.  We consider that the 
option of a standing reserve contract mechanism that we have proposed in other 
forums is worthy of further consideration as a result. 

 



ISSUE A3: INVESTING TO MEET RELIABILITY STANDARDS WITH INCREASED USE OF RENEWABLES 

The Planning Council agrees with the AEMC’s assessment that, in the longer term, 
market frameworks should be robust enough to support sufficient investment to meet 
reliability standards.  Issue A2 considers the potential for problems in transition.  Any 
outcome of this review and any subsequent work put in train as a result of this review 
should, in our view, be aimed at ensuring a smooth transition rather than fundamental 
reform. 

ISSUE A4: SYSTEM OPERATION AND INTERMITTENT GENERATION 

Changes in the generation mix in the market will, in our analysis, deliver challenges to 
the market if improvements are not made to the current arrangements.  Those 
improvements we consider necessary are evolutionary in nature and able to be 
incorporated within the current framework with only minor changes to the current Rules.  
Those changes do, however, require development and timely implementation to avoid 
unfortunate consequences. 

We consider that improvements are required in the following areas: 

 ongoing improvements in wind forecasting both to better inform the market of likely 
outcomes and the market operator of risks;  

 management of reserve margins in the market with larger amounts of intermittent 
generation; and  

 arrangements with respect to reactive power  

These are each addressed in the following. 

Managing the Power system with Greater Concentrations of Intermittent Plant 

The new AWEFS system is a welcome initiative funded by the Commonwealth 
Government and underwritten by European research.  The Planning Council considers 
that there is a need to continue the development of AWEFS recognising the 
importance of wind forecasting to both: 

 the efficiency of the market with self-commitment and dispatch relying upon good 
forward information; and 

 security and reliability where it can assist to quantify risks around a wind generation 
forecast.  

AWEFS will, in particular, need ongoing development to improve its accuracy and 
especially to develop a more sophisticated quantification of risks in the Australian 
environment.  Responsibility to undertake that work should be considered as part of this 
review. 

 

 



Responsiveness of Non-intermittent generation 

The introduction of semi-dispatch is also an important initiative in providing for the 
central dispatch process to manage intermittent plant to the extent necessary to assure 
security is maintained.  The Planning Council considers that the market systems also 
need further development to incorporate enhanced security forecasts into a market 
context.  The market already has pre-dispatch and short term PASA processes which 
provide assessments of the likely short term adequacy of supply.  The adequacy is 
currently tested against certain nominal reserve levels and notices issued if these levels 
are not met.  In the ultimate, NEMMCO would intervene if there was no market 
response and supply was jeopardised.  The Planning Council considers those processes 
should continue but move to a more sophisticated probabilistic forecasting of reserves 
measured against new reserve margins, recognising the new challenges brought by a 
larger concentrations of intermittent generation.  This would require the development of 
new operating systems and procedures and may require additional information from 
generators to implement.  Some Rule changes would most likely be required to support 
this enhancement; an enhancement which would ensure that the capability of other 
controllable and flexible plant was always adequate to ensure security over the 
forecast period.  Spain’s Red Electrica operates a system that may provide a potential 
model for such an approach. 

Operating the Power System within Secure Voltage Levels 

The Planning Council remains concerned that there is no consistent framework for the 
efficient delivery of reactive power capability to the market.  The lack of a rational 
framework for the supply of, and payment for, reactive power capability has existed 
since market start.  An interim decision was made early in the operation of the market, 
requiring generators to provide whatever reactive they had the capability to provide 
under their technical standard and to provide that for free(clauses 4.9.2 (b) and (c)).  
That interim arrangement has locked in a number of inequities and provides no basis for 
efficient supply of reactive. 

A framework is required which provides for the day to day supply of the services as well 
as to the connection of new generators and the development of networks.  The lack of 
a rational framework then is the issue rather than the flexibility within the reactive power 
standard.  The lack of a framework means that there are no criteria for negotiation and 
no financial incentive for a new generator to do other than seek the lowest possible 
standard.  Most importantly, a proper framework might allow commercial incentives to 
drive the efficient answer rather than technical standards. 

The licensing arrangements applied in South Australia are a response to these 
inadequacies but, of themselves, cannot remedy the lack of an efficient and effective 
framework.  The resolution of this matter is critical as we see CPRS and RET not only 
bringing in new non-conventional plant but also a turnover in the fleet of conventional 
plant.  Whilst conventional plant can usually offer significant reactive power and 
voltage control capability, those abilities often come at a cost.  Under the current 
arrangements, all connecting plant would appear to have the incentive to argue to 



the minimum.  Unless that minimum will immediately and directly prevent system 
standards being met, it is not clear how TNSPs or NEMMCO could argue for more.  If all 
new plant does connect with a minimum capability in this area, the capability to 
manage voltages and maintain voltage stability across the power system will quickly 
degrade.  

In the interests of demonstrating what is, in our view, required, we offer a framework for 
consideration.  A conceptual scheme is set out in the attached report by 
Oakley/Greenwood consultants.  We have formulated the proposal on the view that 
market arrangements would not be justified at this stage as they would be too complex 
and raise a range of other issues.  What is offered is a framework which seeks to deliver: 

 clear accountabilities for the supply of reactive at each point in the supply chain 
from generation to the customer; 

 arrangements for individual parties to be able to meet their obligations in the most 
efficient manner either by providing that directly or purchasing from others; and 

 a more efficient addressing of the reactive power capability requirements on 
connecting generators with financial incentives for them to consider the supply of 
cost effective capability. 

The framework proposal is only conceptual at this stage and we would be pleased to 
assist the AEMC to consider the matter further. 

ISSUE A5: CONNECTING NEW GENERATORS TO ENERGY NETWORKS 

The connection of new generators to energy networks is an issue that should be 
considered by the AEMC in this review.  The augmentation of the network is considered 
in Issue A6 and is closely linked to the issue here of extending the network.  Some of the 
proposals here suggest more sweeping reforms and they potentially shift costs and risks 
between parties and between regions.  The AEMC will, of course be aware of these 
issues.   

The need to provide for a much larger percentage of renewable energy and gas-fired 
generation may well require the national grid to be reshaped and extended in some 
areas.  Such decisions cannot, however, be taken lightly.  The South Australian 
experience has been that sometimes not building networks can also lead to the most 
efficient solution as developers have, in response, found other projects closer to the 
grid.  Maintaining the dynamic efficiency benefits of the competitive market is, in our 
view, essential as the energy supply market undertakes major change.   

Whatever broader options are considered, within the current context, we consider that 
there is a need to take into account other likely developments when negotiating 
connections and provide to maintain flexibility in those connection arrangements such 
that the network service provider is able to continue to offer effective access to future 
generators.   

 



ISSUE A6: AUGMENTING NETWORKS AND MANAGING CONGESTION  

The Planning Council agrees that the issue of network congestion needs to be 
addressed in this review.  The advent of sub-regions in the NEM which will be rich 
sources of renewable or gas generation sources, and perhaps in the future sub-regions 
with favourable carbon sequestration options, will tend to congest those sub-regions 
and wider national network access from and through those sub-regions.  In the first 
instance it will be important to provide as much guidance to the market as possible 
regarding the regulatory arrangements controlling network investment and the likely 
resulting network developments.  Uncertainty as to the future shape of the transmission 
grid is a key uncertainty for new generation investment.  Any uncertainty on new 
investment can only add to the cost of that investment. 

An approach to incorporating renewable energy targets into network investment 
decisions has been conceptually proposed in the Allens report.  The approach 
suggested appears to have merit.  A policy decision needs to be adopted as soon as 
possible and responsibility assigned, probably to the AER, to develop that concept to a 
practical solution.  That solution may place obligations on others to develop a baseline 
market development plan with 20% renewable generation from which the incremental 
cost of renewable generation at the margin can be calculated.  

As a matter of practical importance which could be pursued immediately, the 
technical standard relating to the impact of a connecting generator on the network 
should be improved.  Technical standard S5.2.5.12 seeks to manage the impact of new 
generator connections on the network capability and does so in the case of a region’s 
import capability.  Extending the provisions of the minimum technical standard to also 
address impacts on exports from a region and intra-regional flows within a region would 
be of immediate value in preventing new connections which inefficiently and 
disproportionately impact on network capability.  

The other major question in relation to network augmentation required to achieve the 
CPRS and RET objectives is who will pay for those augmentations: generators, 
infrastructure funds, market participants, customers etc.  Currently customers are 
charged for network augmentations within a specific jurisdiction through the TUOS 
charge.  Ensuring that investment remains timely and efficient will involve creating a 
model where the sector paying for the augmentation is also the sector benefiting from 
it.  Current rules that do not allow for cross-border transmission charging or the charging 
of transmission costs to generators may need to be reconsidered. 

The Planning Council would be happy to discuss further details of the above issues with 
you or your staff at your convenience.  

Yours sincerely, 
 
 

David Swift 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE  



 
 

Oakley Greenwood Pty Ltd ABN 37 133 921 212 

 

19 February 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear David, 
 

By email to  
 
David.swift@esipc.sa.gov.au 
 

RE: A FRESH LOOK AT REACTIVE REQUIREMENTS IN THE NEM 

OVERVIEW 

Management of voltage at different points in an electrical power system has a major effect on 
the quality and security of supply of electrical energy (active power) to individual customers and 
the operation of the overall power system.  Careful control of production and withdrawal of 
reactive power at different points in a network is the primary means to manage voltage.1  

Responsibility for providing a capability to produce and consume reactive power and to maintain 
voltages has evolved alongside arrangements for the production and transport of energy in the 
NEM.  However, these arrangements have not been a priority and in parts are now ad hoc 
resulting in increased regulatory overheads and transaction costs and potentially barriers to 
entry for new entrant generators.  An increased level of investment in low emission technologies 
at remote locations is exacerbating the adverse impacts of the current arrangements. 

This paper introduces a whole of market framework for investment and dispatch of reactive 
within the National Electricity Market (NEM) in response to your request for us to consider a 
fresh approach to managing reactive.  The framework is applicable to the investments and 
operating arrangements of and for customers, distribution and transmission network businesses 
and generators. The overall arrangements for voltage control and reactive management in the 
NEM are extensive and while the framework would recast key parts of the arrangements many 
of the features and practices of the current arrangements do not require change and would not 
change under the framework approach.  

                                                 

1  Industry literature often refers to real and unreal components of electrical currents reflecting the mathematical theory of 
complex numbers that is used to analyse alternating current power systems.  In general the voltages and currents in an 
a.c. power system are not in phase – this means that although both rise and fall with the same frequency (going through 
50 cycles per second in a 50Hz system) current does not rise and fall at the same time as voltage.  Using complex 
numbers the current flow is represented by a component that is exactly in phase (the so called real  component) and a 
component that is completely out of phase (the unreal or imaginary component).  Flow of the real component of current 
is determined by the voltage and electrical resistance of equipment, and flow of the unreal component is determined by 
the voltage and electrical reactance of equipment.  As a result real and unreal power flows are also known as resistive 
power and reactive power and also as active and reactive power respectively.  The combination of resistance and 
reactance is a complex number and is termed impedance. 

mailto:David.swift@esipc.sa.gov.au
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The framework focuses on obligations of networks to manage voltage rather than reactive per 
se on the basis that reactive power is a “tool” to manage voltage and is not a primary commodity 
in the same way that real power is.  A key element of the framework is that it leads to a 
reference point accountability that is a basis for case by case negotiation by relevant industry 
participants for practical and efficient provision and operation of reactive plant that is best suited 
for each location. 

The framework is conceptual at present.  Further work is needed to stress test the basic concept 
and identify areas that may need amendment and further development. 

FRAMEWORK OPTIONS 

BACKGROUND 

This section briefly reviews a number of the options considered for revised arrangements.  The 
search for a different environment for reactive started with a view that the current arrangements 
have grown from a situation where reactive requirements were fairly well established and 
considered to represent good industry practice, but are now less suitable for a mature market 
with major changes occurring in technologies of generating plant locating in remote locations.  
Although there were arguments about whether generators should have mandated requirements 
to provide reactive, the technologies in use were such that there was only limited cost impost 
associated with mandated requirements and networks were well meshed and additional reactive 
was not a major concern.  Similarly customer power factors were monitored, but again there 
was no strong concern about the historical arrangements.  Where there was lack of clarity about 
responsibility for providing reactive or voltage control this was manageable and tolerated by 
existing and new entrants, albeit not necessarily happily.   

In considering options for change it became apparent that incremental change would be difficult 
because the current arrangements were developed on an as needed basis and are not 
cohesive.  The option of a dramatic change to use marginally priced pool market for reactive 
might solve some problems but is likely to introduce more questions than it answers. At the 
other extreme a fully commercial arrangement would also be problematic.  The framework that 
is proposed aims to makes change where it is needed without imposing unnecessary costs or 
adding risks of failure.  It is flexible in that once established, basic settings, such as the 
customer entitlement, can be altered and this will shift part of generator contribution from an 
obligation to a commercial basis in a controlled manner.  It is compatible with current 
arrangements for network regulation and provides a high degree of flexibility for networks to 
manage how they meet performance standards in respect of the management of voltage. 

The following briefly assesses the options considered: 
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Incremental change 

Incremental change would refine existing arrangements to correct obvious problems and fill 
obvious gaps. This approach is not proposed as the current problems are symptomatic of the 
absence of an over-arching policy and it would be difficult to know how changes should be 
made that may resolve one difficulty but create another leading to sequential changes, still 
without a clear policy setting.  For example, new wind generators in South Australia are required 
by their licence conditions to include a capability to manage power factor at their connection 
point and while this may be appropriate for new remotely connected machines it may be 
unnecessary for a larger unit in a more tightly meshed part of the network.  It is not clear that 
this should be a uniform requirement.  As a result incremental change may see new connections 
required to meet a series of different specifications aimed at achieving different ends at different 
locations.  Incremental change is therefore little different to the current situation and may lead to 
more even more “balkanisation” of the requirements. 

Spot market 

Arrangements for marginal pricing of reactive capability in a spot or pool market have been 
described by many authors within industry literature and aim to provide efficient prices for future 
investment and dispatch.  More work could be considered in this regard but there would be 
many problems and questions to be resolved.  Apart from technical issues relating to dispatch 
and measurement, a pool market would be problematic because the technical characteristics of 
a power system mean that reactive is not easily transported over large distances and as a result 
it would be difficult to proceed unless a market for reactive was close to a nodal market.  A 
nodal market would not align with the NEM energy market and involve currently regulated 
bodies in an as yet undefined way and would also mean there were only limited participants in 
the market in many locations.   

For the present purposes, it is assumed that a spot market for reactive is not a practical option 
for the NEM. 

Commercial contract framework 

A commercial contract framework would see all reactive supplied voluntarily under contract.  
This option has not been pursued on the basis that it would involve potentially large transaction 
costs and it is not clear how it would interact with the regulated network environment.  
Contracting impediments may inadvertently force networks to self procure reactive rather than 
optimise use of reactive capability of generators, other networks and customers. It has not been 
pursued. 

Roles and responsibility framework 

A roles and responsibility framework is proposed.  It envisages that the role of networks (at least 
in relation to reactive) be defined as “transport service providers” with clearly defined obligations 
in respect of the quality of service for voltage, along with matching entitlement of customers and 
obligation of generators.   
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Although the framework introduces a whole of market approach, many features of the proposed 
framework are present in the current design of the NEM and in practice will lead to only limited 
change.  However, in critical areas, such as the interface between remote generators and 
networks and debate about whether generators should have any level of mandatory reactive 
capability the proposal provides clarity and greatly reduces uncertainty. 

DESIGN OF ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITY FRAMEWORK 

This section describes the proposed framework. 

For convenience the framework is described in terms of its four traditional structural parts: 
Customer, Distribution Network, Transmission Network and Generation.  The framework 
assigns roles and responsibilities along with entitlements and obligations to the different parts 
and includes a mechanism to ensure efficient implementation.  

Together these will establish reference point accountability for reactive for each party. The 
reference point will only rarely be the optimum arrangement as it is based on the structural 
division of the industry rather than technical and economic factors.   All parties are expected to 
negotiate actual provision of voltage control capability from that reference point. Commercial 
and regulatory incentives should be included in the design to facilitate and encourage efficient 
negotiation outcomes.  

The following summarises the roles, entitlements and obligations and identifies how commercial 
arrangements are required to optimise the final implementation. 
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ROLES 

1. Customers and generators are market participants 

2. Transmission and Distribution networks are transport agents from generators to customers 
- they are not market participants.  

ENTITLEMENTS AND OBLIGATIONS 

3. A minimum power factor entitlement will be set for customers (in principle it could be unity)  

4. Regulated network businesses are required to provide the transport service within quality 
and performance standards 

5. In principle, Generators are accountable for the supply of reactive entitlement (along with 
energy) needs of customers at no charge.  Generators are not accountable for supply of 
any reactive needed by networks to deliver their transport service – but may agree to do 
so. 

COMMERCIAL AND OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY 

6. The framework recognises that the technical characteristics of networks may (and often 
will) lead to networks producing and consuming reactive in order to provide transport 
service  

7. Customers, Transmission Networks, Distribution Networks and Generators may enter into 
commercial arrangements with each other to provide/consumer reactive in excess of their 
respective entitlements and obligations 

8. Regulatory and commercial incentives should be designed to ensure commercial and 
operational arrangements optimise provision and consumption of reactive.   
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CONSTRUCTING THE FRAMEWORK 

This section explains the derivation of the framework starting from the basic premise that the 
role of generators is to be accountable for supply of customer needs and networks to transport 
those requirements.  Figure 1 shows the hypothetical situation of reactive production from 
generators entering the transmission network and an equivalent amount passing to distribution 
network and on to customers.     

 

Figure 1 Generators supply customer needs, networks provide a transport service 

Basic premise
Generators financially accountable for reactive demand of customers
Networks “simply transport”

Customers Distribution Transmission Generation

MVaR
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Figure 2 recognises that reactive cannot be transported as freely as energy and networks may 
be both consumers and suppliers of reactive.2    Network businesses also employ equipment 
that can inject or absorb controllable amounts of reactive at different points on the network.  
Some of the controlled facilities can be fast acting plant (e.g. static VAR compensators) while 
other are switched in and out of service by controlled switching and give slower adjustments to 
changing circumstances. 

Figure 2  Networks consume and create reactive 

In practice reactive cannot be transported across a network in the same way as energy (MWh) and is 

consumed and produced within a network either through inherent reactive/capacitive loss/gain of 

plant and equipment and also by specific purpose plant designed to manage reactive/voltage levels

Customers Distribution Transmission Generation

 

Network performance obligations 

For the purposes of this framework the basic performance requirements of networks can be 
described as:  

• Voltages at all points on a network must remain within safe limits for plant and equipment 
and within specified ranges at any point of connection to another participant, for example 
+/- 95% of nominal.3  Importantly, the limits must be observed for steady state and 
contingency conditions and networks must therefore take whatever action is needed to 
ensure these limits are met within possible excursions agreed or advised by NEMMCO.  

                                                 

2  Networks consume reactive in plant and equipment, for example in transformers and high voltage lines.  High voltage 
lines also produce reactive (through an inherent capacitive effect of the lines) that reduces the net reactive requirement, 
and in very long lines this may result in the lines being net suppliers of reactive. 

3  Arbitrary tolerance for illustrative purposes 
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• The networks should continue to function, that is to provide the transport service (within 

performance standards), following any defined single event including an internal fault that 
removes one of its own lines or major items of plant from service or an external failure due 
to a single credible event outside the network.  Credible events outside the network will 
include generator outages in the case of transmission networks and transmission network 
failures for distribution networks.  

These are in effect a simplified description of current performance obligations.   

As a result network businesses will often need to install reactive plant above what would be 
needed on the own behalf but will be necessary to meet the full requirements of a transport 
service. Figure 3 through Figure 6 illustratively builds up the requirements for reactive plant on a 
network to meet the standards, with Figure 6 showing the reference point obligation for each 
network.  The diagrams do not distinguish the location or nature of the reactive plant although it 
is recognised that it is likely to require a mix of static and dynamic plant across the network (the 
opportunity to optimise provision of plant in practice is noted in the subsequent sections).   

 

Figure 3 Reactive requirements to maintain steady state voltages 

Start with net requirement for 
networks to install reactive for 
steady state operation (net of 

inherent losses and gains)

Construct net obligation for networks (1)

Customers Distribution Transmission Generation
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Figure 4 Adding the reactive requirements for internal network failures 

Account for network internal contingencies

Customers Distribution Transmission Generation

Add reactive requirements to manage 
networks own contingencies and 

maintain voltage levels 

 

Figure 5 Adding network requirements to cater for external failures (steady state and dynamic 
effects) 

Account for external or “input 
contingencies” Add reactive requirements to manage 

networks service level due to input 
contingency (generator for 

Transmission, Transmission element for 
Distribution while “delivered” voltage 

levels at connection points

Form of contingency requirement likely 
to require some level of dynamic 

capability

Customers Distribution Transmission Generation
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Figure 6 Reference point reactive obligations for reactive plant to be supplied by networks 

Customers Distribution Transmission Generation

Nett obligations

 

 

Optimising provision between sectors 

The reference point obligations will be based on accountability for the entities under the current 
structure of the industry and will only rarely be the optimum economic or technical mix of 
reactive sources across the overall industry.  The optimum mix will vary depending on the 
circumstances including the location of different generators and technologies and the 
configuration of the network.  The framework is premised on regulatory and commercial 
incentives encouraging networks, generators and customers to coordinate planning and 
operational procedures with the aim of optimising the practical sources.   

The current arrangements in the NEM have a similar aim and the framework proposed here may 
not change the final physical arrangements cases where there has been no impediment to 
optimum design.  In other cases, where accountability for voltage control and reactive is 
contentious the framework will have a larger effect, for example in the connection of new 
generation in remote areas, and in all cases it offers the opportunity to clarify the boundaries of 
accountability to reduce barriers to entry and transaction costs.  
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Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrate just two areas where the industry entities would be expected to 
negotiate for different arrangements than that in the reference point. For example, generators 
would have a common accountability under the framework but the arrangement with local 
network businesses may mean that a generator in one location may provide significant reactive 
input to a local network to support voltages, but in another location provide very little as network 
reactive plant is more than sufficient.  Negotiations at the time of forming a connection 
agreement and later agreements would provide for negotiated variations from the reference 
point.  Importantly, there will be no expectation that the final provision of reactive capability 
aligns with the reference accountability under the framework. 

 

 

Figure 7 Optimising provision of reactive from the reference point: Customer-DNSP negotiation 

Customer requires more than entitlement 
– buys from DNSP

Customers Distribution Transmission Generation

Customer contracts for 
additional reactive/voltage 
control – DNSP adds caps
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Figure 8 Optimising provision of reactive from the reference point: DNSP - TNSP coordination 

TNSP and DNSP coordinate reactive investments – DNSP installs reactive 
in excess of obligation: 
Receives financial contribution from TNSP

Customers Distribution Transmission Generation

DNSP installs more caps than 
obligation, TNSP less

TNSP supplies DNSP with 
less reactive than obligation

 

 

Devil in the detail and areas for further work 

The concept of a reference point obligation for generators does implies a mandatory capability, 
and also implies that they will need to recover any costs of maintaining that capability in their 
energy charges.  This is the status quo and while it is a matter that can be debated if desired, it 
should also be noted that it is derived from a design principle that generators are accountable 
for meeting the needs of customers, not networks. Applying this principle, customer entitlement 
can be varied within the framework and this would be matched by a corresponding change in 
generator obligation.  For synchronous plant a mandatory capability obligation will not involve 
significant costs (assuming the requirement is set in a way that has little impact on energy 
production) but it may have a more material impact on asynchronous plant e.g. wind generators.  
This will mean networks and wind generators are more likely to negotiate a position where the 
network will physically install reactive on the network as a service to the generator in place of 
reactive contribution from a wind plant. On the other hand the performance service standard will 
place responsibility for managing voltage at a connection point with the network business, and if 
a network would prefer a wind generator to manage that voltage this would be a service 
provided by the generator.   Both of these positions will be affected by whether the network 
facilities needed are classified as part of a prescribed service and it is likely that there will need 
to be more clarity about this classification (regardless of whether the framework is adopted).   
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So far this description has focussed on the gross capability of reference point requirements. 
Further work is needed to consider if and how the reference point should account for broader 
range of matters including whether: 

• customer reference point entitlements should include limitations on rate of change for 
reactive demand; 

• generator obligations should include dynamic response elements – this may be a natural 
outcome of the detailed specification of generator reference point obligation in any event;  

• network business service requirements should be limited to transport of energy as if it were 
a “prescribed service” under the current rules and if additional reactive is needed within a 
network to facilitate connection of a generator if this should be at the expense of the new 
entrant – tentatively the answer to this question would be yes, and this would avoid 
networks incurring costs in excess of “optimum” and to retain the current policy setting in 
this regard; 

• arrangements that have been introduced and that require generators to control voltage at a 
connection point or regulate output to a specified power factor should be part of the 
reference point obligation or be a negotiated service.  Discussion in the preceding 
paragraph assumes that voltage control at all connection points is a network responsibility, 
although a network may contract for a generator to manage voltage operationally on its 
behalf.  This approach recognises that a generator can only be accountable for voltage 
when its operation is the sole factor affecting voltage, such as for a remotely connected 
generator.  Once they are a number of parties involved or for connection points more 
closely meshed in the network a single generator will have only limited capability in this 
regard; 

• (any) reactive to support spot market trading should be an obligation of TNSPs or TNSPs 
on behalf of NEMMCO or participants.  This question is pertinent to NEMMCO’s current 
review of network support services.  The framework lends itself to TNSPs having 
responsibility for system or market based reactive support arrangements but would also 
allow for TNSPs to act as agents for NEMMCO if NEMMCO were to have (or retain) 
obligations in this regard.  The proposed framework would provide a clear reference point 
for either approach; and 

• how a transition from current arrangements should be handled – especially where parties 
have incurred costs that may now not be within their reference point requirements but have 
no commercial mechanism for redress and similarly if connections have been agreed to 
that fall below a new reference point requirement . 
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